Abstract-Form application is an important means in modern enterprise management, and its user interfaces pursue paper effect more and more. Complex-table is a common expressive way in Chinese forms. In the existing form applications development tools, complex-table can only be implemented by directly coding instead of visual design. In fact, it is not difficult to implement complex-table by visual design, but it is inconvenient to manipulate its inner data from the viewpoint of component when the complex-table has been designed. Hence, by surveying and analyzing form applications, a complex-table structure understanding method is put forward. Utilizing this method, the logical relationship between the cells in a complextable is ascertained, and the business rule implementation and data operation become convenient. Thus, the development of form applications is accelerated, and the developer's burden is reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand about systematic and scientific management in modern enterprise, the form, as one of the important means in enterprise management, has been played a significant role. On the one hand, the form makes user interface more systematic and standardized; on the other hand the form can cover the whole management process in enterprise, making the management in the order. The form application [1] , along with business logic management, promotes information sharing and improves working efficiency, so the form application has the important commercial value [2] . With the development of human-computer interaction techniques, the end-user of form applications, have the increasing demand on the paper effect [3] . Complex-table [4] is a Chinese-style form, and often appears in various documents. Therefore, the developer should be able to easily and quickly develop software with complextable. However, the current software development tools and application development toolkits doesn't include the complextable component such as visual basic and java. Thus, developers who want to implement complex-table in the user interface can only be achieved through direct coding mode, which not only increases the burden on developers, but also reduces the efficiency of development. Therefore, we should develop a complex-table component to solve the above problems.
Complex-table component should be divided into two states: design time and run time. At design time, the main focus is on how to facilitate the design of the complex-table appearance, and set label area and entry area, these functions can be realized by tabulation with the tools such as Microsoft Word and Excel. In run time, the data in the complex-table is processed so that the corresponding business logic can be implemented. The intelligent manipulation of the data in the complex-table from the viewpoint of the logical structure will make the development easier, however the complex-table should be designed in a natural way, and the designer of the table should focus on the description of business complex-table, and does not consider the logic relationship between the cells, therefore the complex-table structure should be understood by the development tools. Table structure to understand [5] is not a new emerging research field, which is researched and used by many field such as data extraction from Web documents and scanned image, information retrieval, document understanding and Web mining [5, 6, 7, 8] . In these applications, the complextable is stored in the system in feature beforehand. When a complex-table instance is inputted to the system, the system will identify its type and structure. The designer of the development tools cannot know the appearance of complextable which is tabulated by the user of development tools, so this method can not be used to understand complex-table component.
In this paper, by investigation and analysis about the logical structure of the application form and the complex-table, a method is proposed to understand the structure of the complextable, which not only makes complex-table easy to design, but also operate its internal data from the logic view, so that we can develop a stand-alone component which is applied to software development tools.
In the rest of the paper, section 2 proposes a complex-table structure understanding method. Section 3 describes the application of the method. Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. COMPLEX-TABLE STRUCTURE UNDERSTANDING
Complex-table structure understanding is defined as the process that the complex-table layout structure is mapped to the logical structure. The complex-table structure understanding in this paper utilizes rule-based pattern combination method to recognize complex-table structure, and then verify the correctness. The whole process begin from the cell, the then produce structural hypothesis by combination rules [9, 10] , the error structure hypothesis will removed and rectified by hypothesis reasoning and user.
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For more effectively support structure hypothesis generation and reasoning, the complex-table structure understanding is defined as:
Where, Box is the set of the cells in a complex-table. Rule is the predicate set of structure hypothesis, and these rules will produce the structure hypothesis from cell to a complex-table.
Operator is a set of operators about hypothesis operation, where Operator = { o , |}, both of which are the binary operator, and the priority of the operator" o " is over the "|". The operator " o " represents the hypothesis can be combined to a new hypothesis; the operator "|" indicates an optional relationship between hypothesis. Result is the result of hypothesis computing. In the following part, we will utilize this reasoning system to describe the process of complex-table structure understanding.
A. The Basic of Complex-Table Structure Understanding
In the process of complex-table structure understanding, the logical information of the cell and the adjacent relationship between the cells is needed at the same time, which constitutes the initial conditions and the basis of reasoning about the complex-table structure understanding.
1) Information about cell:
In the complex-table, the cell is the basic unit of a logical structure, and is also the minimum geometry unit, which has the basic physical information and logical information. The physical information refers to the position of the top-left corner, and its height and width about a cell. The logical information refers to the type of cell functions: label, entry and ULC (Up-Left Cell), as shown in Figure1. The function of the label cell is to explain the entry next to the label cell; the function of entry cell is to receive user's input. The ULC cell is the upper-left cell in 2DTI (two-Dimensional Table-Item) item. In the process of structure hypothesis generation, the relationship between the label cell and entry cell, as well as between the label cells, is firstly considered, ULC is not considered until 2DTI hypothesis is generated.
2) Adjacency relationship between the cells:
In the complex-table, each cell has four sides. Each side is shared with another cell, or share with the complex-table borders. Adjacency Relationship between the cells can be summarized as three cases (Figure 2 ). Figure 2 shows the relationship in horizontal direction, denoted with "H". The adjacency relationship between cells in vertical direction and horizontal direction is similar, denoted with "V".
All adjacency relationship operators shown in Figure 2 is asymmetric, the exchange of the location of variable will change the meaning. 
B. Combination Rule
Complex-table structure hypothesis is generated by the utilization of logical and physical information. First, the basic structure hypothesis is produced. The basic structure hypothesis is divided into two classes: the typeⅠhypotheses and the type Ⅱ hypothesis (Figure 3 is their examples). TypeⅠ structure hypothesis is divided into typeⅠ-1 structure hypothesis and type Ⅰ -N structure hypothesis (N≥2), and both can be expressed in a unified form as follows:
For the label cell a and entry cell can be generated.
Type Ⅱ structure hypothesis are used to represent multilevel label mode, which can be produced as follows:
For the label cells in a complex-table
can be generated. After the basic structure hypothesis is generated, the highlevel complex-table structure hypotheses will continue to further produced. Vertical-wise VRI (Variable-length Rectangle Item) structure hypothesis can be generated as follows: For type 1-N vertical-wise structure hypothesis can be generated. The graphic example of the computing process is shown in Figure 4 .b.
Tree item structure hypothesis is generated from the basic structure hypothesis. Set 1-level tree item structure hypothesis as
which is typeⅠ-1 structure hypothesis, N-level tree item structure hypothesis N T (N ≥2) can be described as: (a) The examples of VVRI structure hypothesis generation. h1, h2, h3 and h4 are typeⅠ-N structure hypotheses, h5 is the VVRI structure hypothesis.
(b) The examples of 2DTI structure hypothesis generation. h1 is HVRI structure hypotheses and h2 are VVRI structure hypotheses, h3 is the 2DTI hypothesis.
(C) The examples of 2-level tree item structure hypothesis generation. h1 is type Ⅱstructure hypotheses, and h2 and h3 are typeⅠ-1 structure hypotheses, h4 is the2-level tree item structure hypothesis.
FIGURE IV. THE EXAMPLE OF COMBINATION RULE FOR HIGH-LEVEL STRUCTURE HYPOTHESIS

C. Hypothesis Ambiguity Operation
The example of complex-table structure understanding in Figure4 is typical. Because the structure hypothesis is produced by the geometric relationship between the cells using the corresponding logical relationship, and each cell forms hypothesis in both horizontal and vertical directions, and semantic information of the text in cell is not utilized during the process of hypothesis generation, so that ambiguity of complex-table structure understanding is inevitable. For example: in Figure5.a, both (a 1 , e 1 ) and (a 1 , e 2 ) are satisfied with the conditions of the hypothesis generation, but a 1 , is not allowed to label e 1 and e 2 at the same time, therefore it should be determined which cell a 1 label.
FIGURE V. THE EXAMPLE OF AMBIGUOUS HYPOTHESIS. ALL OF (A), (B) AND (C) ARE THE PART OF COMPLEX-TABLE. HYPOTHESIS (A1, E1) AND (A1, E2) ARE AMBIGUOUS IN (A). HYPOTHESIS (A2, E2, E4) AND (A4, E4, E5) ARE AMBIGUOUS IN (B). HYPOTHESIS (A5, E2, E3), (A2, E2) AND (A4, E3) ARE AMBIGUOUS IN (C).
To eliminate the ambiguity comprehension, two hypotheses operation are introduced: the intersection computing and optional computing. Hypothesis intersection is defined as follows: for the hypothesis . This suggests a cell is shared by several candidate hypotheses, and these candidate hypotheses remain after the intersection operation is completed. In fact, a cell must belong to the only hypotheses. However, the ambiguity can not be removed by hypothesis intersection operation, and user's arbitration must be used to resolve this problem. This problem should not occur in a well-designed user interface.
The following example illustrates the process of intersection operation of the structure hypothesis. For instance, after the combination rule is applied, an intermediate result of complex-table structure understanding is described as The method of Complex-table structure understanding in this paper is put forward for Complex-table in the user interface. if too many ambiguity appears in Complex-table structure understanding computing, we can conclude that the design of complex-table is often unscientific, which can increase user's cognitive load, even result users cannot correctly find the cell which the content will be filled to, so that to decrease the usability of the software. We should suggest the layout of complex-table should be reconsidered.
IV. CONCLUSION
Forms application is a scientific modern enterprise management tools, and complex-table is an indispensable component to achieve the pen-paper effect of the user interface in forms application. In this paper, a method for understanding the complex-table structure is proposed, which make formdesigner can achieve a pen-paper effect of user interface, but also be able to easily manipulate their internal data from a logical view. This method will lay the foundation for the realization of intelligent business rules, accelerate the development of form application development, and reduce the burden on developers.
